
50 Photographs to provoke Calm
and personal thoughts created to help inspire that calm.

Photography and words by Peter E. Vanderhoof, Copyright Vanderhoof Photography 2016

Random assorted photographs, placed to cause changes in thought patterns, open one’s eyes to the possibility of Dreams.



As visitor, 
surrounded by nature,

reality sets in.
Just where am I?



Rough edges, soft lines,
quiet, listening to your own heart beat.
Feelings of connections vast and wide, 

The Creator is near.



Even in the roughness of nature,
time is given to reflect, ...

Thinking in a different space.



Just a ghost of myself, 
or a memory,

was I really there...
or just dreaming?



The nice thing about being in nature,
Another bend in the path to go around,

a rock or tree to see behind, or sit in the shade.
No hurry.



Speckles of sunlight, sneaking in through the leaves,
playing with your nose.

Did you sneeze or Laugh?



If feeling tiny, too small?
How different is the marco world?

Does it create Big Ideas?



Dreaming of distant shores?
The wings of freedom in a breeze?
What lands can you explore?



When a tree falls down,
to return to the earth,
Another tree is ready to replace it.
Are your thoughts any different??



If the earth and sky are not separate?
How can you be separate?
Is there any reason to want to be separate?



Is it old?
Is it new?

Live in the moment and be both?



The twists and turns of life...
Are you the artist?

The creation? 
Or maybe some of both!



The wonder of a child,
in a simple little flower.

Is it so simple, to be connected?



Swirls of color,
ancient rock creations....
Are you still on Earth?



Sliding across the sky,
A rainbow to ride...

Smiles, abound.
When you just look around.



Like rivers flowing to the oceans,
everything is a cycle.

You are part of it, no worries.



One has to wonder why human beings, go to great lenghts to “get away”,
while telling the world, “I’m getting into me.”

Live Life, don’t just dream of it.



An Ancient Bristlecone, thousands of years old,
A moment of sunshine passing through clouds.

Which is more prescious, why ask?



Lichen on rocks, patiently growing,
has no complaint about what it can not change,

Beautiful just the same,
Useful too.



There is always “the other side of a fence”, if you chase fences, barb wire hurts...
“Been there, done that.”

Climbing mountains are more fun & make better stories even if hurt or did not make it to the top.



Even in the days of old,
people wanting to be alone.
Their lives, no less beautiful.

Like clouds drifting by, enjoy your life.



Distant shores with storms, are of No concern in daily life,
Yet, religions & governments will make them so.

A helping hand is one thing....invading is another.
Do not be fooled into hurting others.



One person’s thistle wildflower,
Is another person’s artichoke meal.
Perspective depends on many things.
Nothing is singular in a moment of existence.



Ancient trees, older rock, 
nothing is permanment. 
Even the clouds know better,
 than to stand still, too long.



Taoism style thought,
Every mountain is climb-able.

Just remember to have one foot on solid ground, 
if possible... but don’t hold back, Live!



Sand blowing in the wind.
Sculptures in the rocks,

Bits and pieces to distract.
Stop along the path, see the sights!



Fairy tale or real......
The difference is what you choose.

Dreams are fairy tales till you realize,
You arrived at the destination.



So rarely seen, so often they just peek out.
Curious to get out for yourself,
see what else there is?
Inspire to be yourself.



Layers, like the onion,
But so much older.

Why think life is simple or hard.
Take a breath, breathe in eternity.



Just a little sunshine yellow,
One of my favorite colors as a kid.

Never could decide on just one.
Why should you?



Sunrise? Sunset?
Only you being there will tell the different,

But what a difference, that will be.



Even in the driest of land still a little rain comes.
Patience, is not fun all the time.

But IS better than beating yourself up.



“Gone fishing.”
Never caught much fish, stopped using a hook.
Still used it to step out of town for a few hours.



Birds flock together, flying within the beat of the whole.
At night, or feasting on found food in a tree,

Security in numbers.
But, every so often one of the bird still flies alone.



As a child, you get to chase clouds.
You dream of what they could be.

No right or wrong....
Are other adult’s thoughts any different?



Two sides or thousand sides to an issue, 
why should one be wrong, for the other to be Right?

Point of views can change without someone being wrong.



There is no division between day & night.
We decide what each shall be,

and when it is happening.
However humans do not control nature.



Eclipsing Moon, creating an illusion.
Finding the illusion is the begining,

The dreaming never ends.
Building your dreams is the game.



On the road of life,
even the straight and narrow,
Can be very interesting to travel.



Hang around long enough,
someone will end up loving you,

for your rust.
Beauty is yours to decide.



Yeah, some days everyone feels out of place...
One foot in front of the other,
gets you to the next rest stop.
This too will change everything...



Things in nature like to be dramatic,
But the winds die down from a storm, 

or will start up on a calm day.
The only thing constant in the universe, Is Change.



How far can an angel spread it wings?
How far can you Dream?

It will be further still!



How far can you see?
How deep can you dream?

The longest journey begins with a single step.
Why stop after a step or two?



Imagine the small,
on equal terms to the tall.



Everything depends on everything else,
Learning to cope, does not mean giving up.
Making friends, has many benefits.
Start by being your own  “Best” friend.



Reflections, views of reflections.
Calm within, 
begins on reflection within.



If a universe can hide in a grain of sand.
Is the grain of sand any less important?
So why would you not important too?



A thermos of coffee, a tank of gas,
Dreams beyond your wildest imagination,

await you... Go for Those dreams!
Lovingkindness energy to ALL.



This e-book is the inspiration of helping a friend and finding myself unable to 
do more than send photos and kind words. After sending photos, emailing kind 
thoughts, I realized a e-book was born...   Thanks Midge!  I just added to finish.

about the photographer, writer, & publisher of this e-book:
First created a “fad” at 4yrs. old, 1962. First wet darkroom at 16 yrs, 1974. 1st 
published photo in newspaper 1976, front page photo as freelance photographer. Re-
leased 3 photos for “Photo byline” that sold for at least 14 yrs, 1994. Photo Editor 
of 6 weekly newspapers, for 9 years, 1988-1997. Worked at the Los Angeles County 
Musuem of Art, 3 yrs, gave myself an art education, 1979-81.  Owner of over a dozen  
one-person businesses, 50+ job titles in 7 fields. In 1983, with a single page letter, I 
created the Internatioanl Space Station.
I may not have had many friends in life, but if the “Creator”and I sit down to re-
view my life, I am not worried. I believe very spiritual.... and having gone through so 
much, I can only laugh with the Cosmic Joke of my life. I’ll bring lots of popcorn, I 
was a busy boy.
I share happiness, and lovingkindness energy, as I travel through this life as an Art-
ist. The Flavor of my life is rich.... I hope my understandings of the pains people live 
will be conveyed.
The physical monies of my life less than well off. But, never lacking in my connection 
to the planet itself, I am not poor in any sense of living life.

All photography by Peter E. Vanderhoof, copyright Vanderhoof Photography 
2016. Most photography locations around the western USA 2013-2015.
All Dyslexic writings are original creations by me for each photograph, or a take-
off of my taoist leaning for this book. I belong to no religion. I do carry Rev. 2:17 
mark though, If a Spiritual Being on the planet wants to talk to me, I will hear it. 
Where ever I am.
A Special thank you to ALL  the Teachers who told me to Never Be a Writer. 
I did it Anyway!

Current location for the design, creation, & publishing of this e-book San Juan 
de los Lagos, Jal. Mexico. Living with the peasants and smiling everyday. 
And wondering what continent to visit next????
Peter E. Vanderhoof, April 2016.
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Photo by Clive Alcock, one of our many photo adventures.


